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us from Dumas—the " raisonneur " of UEtrangfre is
a doctor—and Rank's function in the play was to point
the moral with an appeal to Darwinism. So seriously
tragic a personage was hardly in place in the final
Doll's House. Ibsen subsequently modified and
whittled down the role; but one feels that Dr Rank
might, at least in respect of his disease, have dis-
appeared altogether. Again, Nora's counting of the
hours she has still to live was originally conceived as
an effective preparation for the tragic close ; and it is,
of course, still acceptable as a comedy-effect. Many
lighter touches were introduced into the drama which
are absent in the first form; there was no tarantella
scene there, with its effective symbolic sequel of Nora
changing her masquerade dress for the dress of every-
day, before she goes out into the world of realities.
Ibsen has not altogether succeeded in eliminating the
tricks of the French theatre ; there are still coincidences
that make us wince, and the part played by letters,
dropped opportunely in the letter-box at critical
moments, shows that there was still something left in
him of the old Adam, Scribe. But the technical
advance over The Pillars of Society is very great indeed.
The characters are much more delicately and naturally
drawn, and the purpose or moral of the play is
relegated to the background. In the first draft there
was no doubt about that purpose, no doubt, either,
on which side Ibsen's own sympathies lay; but in the
completed play he has made a determined effort to
present life as it is, to distribute the lights and shadows
over his characters so that we are not always sure on
which side our sympathies should lie. Nora has
plenty of little failings that lessen our sympathy for
her; and Helmer is far from being the reprehensible
egoist who would have been most serviceable to drive
a thesis home. The truth is, as Ibsen's figures take
on life, they live their own lives, in spite of the
doctrine they were originally created to prove. Life,
as it were, has become too strong for him; and that is

